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History

Relaks was founded in 1997. We are part of the German capital group FEY &

4

History

Co, whose know-how and experience in production dates back to 1926. Since
Rudolf Brinkmann Sr. joined the ranks in 1928, FEY & Co has been managed by
the Brinkmann family for three generations.
Nowadays, FEY & Co is at the forefront of European manufacturers of
continental beds. As experts, we combine classic craft art with the latest
technology. Many years of experience in combination with innovative solutions
has proved that our products undoubtedly meet the most demanding
expectations of our clients.

Relaks' upholstered beds in a wide range of fabrics to choose
from will give your room an individual character. From simple,
classic to modern and luxury headboards. Choose our
deciding on an upholstered bed, do not forget about the
mattress and accessories found in our separate catalog.

Upholsterd beds

upholstered bed and change your bedroom forever. When

7

grace and distinction, this bed comes with straight or rounded (in the

Upholstered bed

picture below) frame and has gently curved headboard.

Wide range of fabrics and legs to
choose from.
Bed frame straight of rounded.

Dimensions

35 cm

Inspire your bedroom with Arezzo Upholstered Bed. Simple design with

Features
101 cm

Arezzo

Description

Available with storage for bedding.
212,5 c

m

9

appearance was obtained through an extremely soft headboard, which

Upholstered bed

was made of vertical panels joined together. The whole performance
impresses with classic elegance and precise finish.

Wide range of fabrics and legs to
choose from.
Bed frame straight of rounded.

Dimensions

35 cm

Ferno bed is a mixture of delicacy and determined character. Its original

Features
90 cm

Ferno

Description

Available with storage for bedding.

217

cm
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Upholstered bed

A subtle blend of contemporary style and design in an incredibly tasteful
setting. Extremely modern, yet simple headboard, in combination with a
simple bed base make this piece of furniture is extremely popular among
all those who are looking for a unique bed for their bedroom.

Wide range of fabrics and legs to
choose from.
Bed frame straight of rounded.

Dimensions

35 cm

Roma

Features

101 cm

Description

Available with storage for bedding.

217,7

cm
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Upholstered bed

Reflecting the modern 3D style in a minimalist version. A wide selection of
fabrics and colors combined with the majestic Sanremo bed will allow
this piece of furniture to match the style of any bedroom interior.

Wide range of fabrics and legs to
choose from.
Bed frame straight of rounded.

Dimensions

35 cm

Sanremo

Features

102,5 cm

Description

Available with storage for bedding.
217,7

cm
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Upholstered bed

A characteristic feature of this model is a slightly rounded, bent
headboard, in which the attention is drawn by the quilting in the form of
three horizontal stripes. Siena amazes with simplicity and delicacy,
complementing the decor of every bedroom, classic and modern.

Wide range of fabrics and legs to
choose from.
Bed frame straight of rounded.

Dimensions

35 cm

Siena

Features

101 cm

Description

Available with storage for bedding.
215

cm
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Upholstered bed

Anchor your bedroom in clean, contemporary style with Trento bed. Its
decorated with four diagonal stitching headboard largely determines
gentle futuristic shape and elegance.

Wide range of fabrics and legs to
choose from.
Bed frame straight of rounded.

Dimensions

35 cm

Trento

Features

95 cm

Description

Available with storage for bedding.
221

cm
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Upholstered bed

A timeless design combined with great attention to detail. The characteristic
element of this wonderful piece of furniture is undoubtedly its slightly bent,
upholstered headrest, quilted in a checkered pattern.

Wide range of fabrics and legs to
choose from.
Bed frame straight of rounded.

Dimensions

37 cm

Venecja

Features
101 cm

Description

Available with storage for bedding.

214,2

cm
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Relaks' continental beds are the highest level of
comfort. They consist of several layers - a spring

22

Continental beds

base, a proper mattress and a hygienic layer
called topper. Complementing the set that gives
the entirety a unique character is the headboard
and legs. Dimensions of the continental bed are
almost equal to the size of the mattress, which
saves space in the bedroom. Increased sleeping
height significantly impacts its comfort.

Compose your own continental
bed.
Start by choosing the headboard and base. For more demanding customers, we
offer an electric version with a remote control. The next step will be selecting the
level of comfort and the topper. At the end, choose the legs. Do not forget about
our accessories in the form of lamps and bedside tables.

Choose your:
1.

1.

Perfect headboard which will decorate your bedroom (p. 26 - 31)

2.

Comfort lewel – you can choose between an engine that adjusts
the top and bottom of the bed, or springs that increase sleep

3.

comfort, as well as a container for bedding (p. 32)

5.
2.

3.

Toppers (p. 33)

4.

Legs (p. 34)

5.

Accessories (p. 35 - 39)

4.
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1.

Headboards
KT 100

KT 200

Headboard

Headboard

Dimensions

Description

Dimensions

Description
KT200 headboard in the photo below is a simple stitching in a
minimalist edition. The presented model is equipped with an

10 c
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a timeless classic that interior designers appreciate. Depending
on individual needs, we offer a wide range of upholstery
m

fabrics..

electric lifting system, thanks to which we can enjoy the

120 cm

105 cm

A bed with a slightly quilted headboard KT 100 is a reflection of

11 c

possibilities of adjusting the position of the headrest and footrest
m

to individual needs.
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Headboard

Headboard

Description

KT 250 is a modern headboard with simple lines and a distinctive

112 cm
15 c

28

KT 350

elegant design. It is a universal model, suitable for raw lofts as
m

well as in Scandinavian simplicity.

Dimensions

Description

Super soft and fluffy KT 350 headboard, it is a combination of

110 cm

Dimensions

KT 250

10 c

luxury and subtlety. Its main advantage is a pillow shape that will
m

delight even the most demanding furniture enthusiast.
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Dimensions

KT 400

KT 500

Headboard

Headboard

Description

Dimensions

Description

15 c
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you can place in the center of your bedroom. Profiled top will
provide a comfortable backrest while reading.
m

Thoughtful interiors are characterized by simplicity but also

101 cm

120 cm

A bed with a KT 400 headboard will be a chic decoration that

16 c

comfort and convenience. An excellent example of this is KT 500
m

soft headboard.
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2.

Comfort level
Braga
Comfort level

3.

Toppers

Standard
Toppers

Description
The core is made of polyurethane foam with
Polish Health Association approval, 5 cm high.
The cover is made of quilted air-conditioning
fiber with the approval of Eko TexStandard 100.

Braga is a basic model of the new Relaks collection of continental beds. The core of the set is a base

It can be washed at 60 °C. The height of the

made of a bonell springs with a noble fabric. The solid wood frame and the reinforced structure

topper is approximately 7 cm

ensure a sense of stability and durability. Also comes with a container for bedding.

Description

Faro
Comfort level

Soft
Toppers

The core is made of a 5 cm latex plate with holes
providing

point

elasticity

and

better

air

circulation. The cover is made of quilted airconditioning fiber with the approval of Eko
TexStandard 100. It can be washed at 60 °C.

The FARO model combines originality, luxury and convenience. The basis of the set is a stable frame

The height of the topper is approximately 7 cm.

made based on a pocket spring system. A high-quality mattress that uses the same technology as
the base, provides a sense of increased comfort. Available also with a container for bedding.

Description

Porto
Comfort level

Visco
Toppers

The core is made of visco foam with with Polish
Health Association approval, 5 cm high, for an
intelligent fit. The cover is made of quilted airconditioning fiber with the approval of Eko

The Porto model represents stability and functionality. The main element of the set is the

TexStandard 100. It can be washed at 60 °C.

upholstered base with pocket springs, and additionally equipped with an electric lifting system. With

The height of the topper is approximately 7 cm.

a handy remote control we can adjust the position of the headrest and footrest to individual needs.
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4.

Legs
Wurfel
Legs

5.

Accessories
Night
table
Accessories

Description
A practical bedside table where you can put the necessary things and have
them always at hand. Night table comes in the fabric of the bed. In

TW

addition, the table comes in a version without a drawer, with one, with two
or three drawers.

Legs

Dimensions: width 50 x height 55 x depth 40 cm.

L-Form
Legs

Buk Trapez

Glass
table
Accessories

Description

Legs
A universal bedside table that can be used as a dresser. It is very
capacious, has three deep drawers. A glass was designed at the top of
the table, which resulted in a flat, stable surface that can be used to put

Buk Owal

a cup with a drink, for example.
Dimensions: width 40 x height 60 x depth 30 cm.

Legs
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Wide
drawer

Chest
Accessories

Accessories

Description

Description
Upholstered wide dresser is a functional piece of furniture useful in every

Upholstered chest is a practical piece of furniture useful in the bedroom,

bedroom. The chest of drawers has three roomy, easily accessible

as well as in the living room and hallway. The chest can be used both as

drawers and a glass in the upper part to increase stability. A distinctive

a roomy storage compartment and a comfortable seat. Ideally suits

advantage of the upholstered chest of drawers is a wide selection of

both classic and modern interiors. The chest is available in a wide range

fabrics, so it can perfectly fit the bed.

of upholstered fabrics.

Dimensions: width 100 x height 80 x depth 45 cm.

Dimensions: width 90 - 200 x height 50 x depth 40 cm.

Tall
drawer

Bench
Accessories

Accessories

Description

Description
Upholstered tall drawer has five capacious drawers with a stylish handle
and a glass at the top. With continental beds, the dresser can also serve
as a table. A wide range of upholstered fabrics is available.
Dimensions: width 60 x height 130 x depth 50 cm.
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Relaks upholstered bench will provide a comfortable place to prepare
to sleep or sit after getting out of bed. The classic simple bench fits
all types of interiors. It can be used as an elegant addition to the
bedroom.
Dimensions: width 100 x height 45 x depth 40 cm.
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Swan
light
Akccessories
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Description
Led Swan light fits many styles of interiors, especially the modern
ones. The light has a soft arm and can be adjusted according to

Container
for bedding
Akccessories

Description
In continental beds, the container for bedding is available in two
variants of opening. The picture below shows the opening at the front
of the bed and the side. Installed cylinders support opening and

preferences or so that the partner next to you can sleep well

closing of the container. With the option of a container for bedding in

when we enjoy your favorite reading.

continental beds, legs available only in the standard version.

Dimensions: shoulder length 35 cm.

The height of the bed with a container for bedding: about 66 cm.
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